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Part 1
Background to the 

project



Scenario (1) Israel bombing 
Gaza, house take-
overs in Jerusalem 

May 2020

School students 
demonstrate, 

wear Free 
Palestine badges, 

bring posters  
into schools

UK government call 
for ‘balance’ in 

dealing with Israel/ 
Palestine

Pressures on 
teachers 

Prevent and 
terrorism worries

Mistrust and 
division – Young 

people get in 
trouble - Pressures 

on students and 
community

Some schools 
shut down 

discussion  – “too 
political”

On national news a 
little, but on 

internet (for those 
concerned) a lot

Some teachers do 
know about this 

issue

Some teachers 
don’t know much 
about this issue 

Learning 
opportunity 

lost



Project concerns

• the risk [for young people] of polarised

thinking which others can exploit.

• [that] safe forums are created to discuss to

different points of views constructively….”

• [for] young people in Walsall … opportunities

to discuss and dialogue both recent and

historical events

• [and] consider the dynamics and consider

what they can do as young people to try and

influence a positive outcome.

• “… critical thinking skills, active listening

skills and debating skills…”

• “ a curriculum project and materials which

present a balanced view..”

“ a pilot project with two Walsall schools …

training teachers to deliver the project using the

materials which we develop and … [and

supporting] them to deliver the project.”



‘Place Called Home’ Project principles

1) Educating with balance- deeper understanding of 
viewpoints, understanding why

2) Promoting democracy and fairness
3) Building links 
4) Protecting students
5) Protecting communities



New scenario (2) perhaps?  Israel bombing 
Gaza, house take-
overs in Jerusalem 
or other problems 

in Palestine

School students 
upset,   

demonstrate, and 
also come into 

school to discuss the 
issue

UK government call 
for ‘balance’ in 

dealing with Israel/ 
Palestine

Teachers believe 
it is helpful  to 

young people to 
discuss the issue 

honestly 

Prevent and 
terrorism worries

Increase in skills, 
knowledge, positive 

co-operation

Students learn 
more about the 
issue, see there

are positive
things to do

Positive action in 
schools on the 

issue

On national news a 
little, but on 

internet (for those 
concerned) a lot

Teachers know 
about this issue, 

confident to discuss 
it, keen to 

understand how 
students see it


